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Spin as Quantum Bit (Qubit):

e

Qubit for Quantum Computers



SU(2) Lie Algebra for spin-1/2:

Fractionalization into Anyons







Immune to local perturbation



Topological quantum computing
by

Braiding anyons



Where to find … 

and 

How to detect



Quantum Spin Liquid:

A. Kitaev, Annual of physics (2006)

Fractionalization into Anyons:

Itinerant (Majorana) fermions

Static Z2 flux or vortex



How to detect fractionalized particles?

Intact particles like electron or magnon:

Graphene band structure. 
Energy spectrum measured by ARPES
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Intact particles like electron or magnon:

Graphene band structure. 
Energy spectrum measured by ARPES

Intact particles like electron or magnon: Spectrum by fractionalized particles

Dynamical spin structure factor of 
Kitaev model



How to detect fractionalized particles?

Spectrum by fractionalized particles

Dynamical spin structure factor of 
Kitaev model (in momentum and energy)

Broad Fuzzy signatures 
Hard to distinguish from Disorder or Thermal noise. 

Sharp, definitive signature of anyons?

Spin excitation dissolves into an amalgam of 
different fractionalized particles 



Low-energy anyons at large Kz limit
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Separation of energy scales

A mixture of 4 types of 
fractionalized particles
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Fourth order perturbation theory:

A. Kitaev (2006)

Low-energy anyons at large Kz limit



Fourth order perturbation theory: 4 types of non-trivial anyons:

⚫ Gauge electric charge (As)

⚫ Gauge magnetic charge (Bp)

⚫ Composite anyon (As x Bp)

⚫ Majorana fermions

Low-energy anyons at large Kz limit
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Fourth order perturbation theory: 4 types of non-trivial anyons:

⚫ Gauge electric charge (As)

⚫ Gauge magnetic charge (Bp)

⚫ Composite anyon (As x Bp)

⚫ Majorana fermions

Low-energy anyons at large Kz limit



Magnetic-field-induced anyon dynamics

Second order perturbation theory:

Only composite anyon disperses in one-
dimensional direction!



Separation in energy (in inelastic scattering)

Fractionalized particles under field Normal magnon particles under field

Data obtained by exact diagonalization (ED)
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Magnetic-field-induced anyon dynamics

1D transport of composite anyon

in a 2D model!
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Magnetic-field-induced anyon dynamics

1D transport of composite anyon

in a 2D model!



Anyon dispersion in the momentum space 

Data obtained by dynamical density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)

Velocity in                                     direction



Summary

⚫ In Kitaev quantum spin liquid, each spin-1/2
fractionalizes into anyons

⚫ In high anisotropy limit, anyons become low- energy 
excitations

⚫ Under an out-of-plane magnetic field, only the 
composite anyon propogate 

⚫ The field-induced composite anyons disperse in 1D 
(Perturbation theory)

⚫ The composite anyons exhibit sharp, definitive 
signal in inelastic scattering (ED, DMRG)

⚫ Implying possible probes of anyon by inelastic light 
or neutron scattering experiments  

(c) (d)



Magnetic-field-induced anyon dynamics







Itinerant
Fermion

Vortex (flux)
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